Blacks: Break Away

To all of my brothers and sisters who are not aware of the situation in our society today, those who are trying to close their eyes to reality and stay in their make-believe worlds, those of you who pretend to have “wine and roses,” when all you really have is “powdered milk” and “wild flowers,” depending on the “white pig,” the spineless vertebrae, who calls himself a righteous man’s helping hand, I say “break away.” Break away from any chains or ties that may hold you and “get with it.”

You see, my black brothers and sisters, we need you in order to get away from day-to-day teachings of this so-called “modern society.” Our entire system could stand a drastic change. We “black people” cannot sit still and wait on a “social evolution.”

Social evolution exists only where there is PEACE. And we do not as yet have PEACE. But brothers and sisters with your help we could work wonders; we could build a “country” or destroy the “world.” It’s up to you, so why not get with it.”

“A fire rages in the hearts of black people today. Total liberty for black people or total destruction for America.” — Eldridge Cleaver

—Janet Roache